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As you look to upgrade your kitchen appliances, you will quickly find that there are countless blenders on the market to choose from - and many of them cost over $100. But you don't have to break the pot to get one of the best cheap blenders, and they're still able to crush fruits and vegetables (and
sometimes ice), and many of them will have tweaks to tackle smoothies, soups, and more. The best part? You can spend as little as $30. Here are some key things to look for while shopping for the best budget blender for your needs: Settings: If your main goal is a daily cocktail, you can go for a simple
blender with an easy, one-touch operation, but if you're looking to flex your culinary skills, a cheap blender that offers multiple speeds and tweaks provides great versatility to chop, mash, and blend different products quickly and efficiently. You may even want to consider a dipping blender, which does the
job of bang-up whipping up soups and sauces - right there in the tank or bowl - and which can still make a great smoothie. Power: It's measuring blender power, and while lower power models can often mix ice and more complex products, it will have to work harder to do so. The long-term result of all that
hard work is a shorter lifespan, so consider whether you want to save money now or pay a little more upfront for a blender that won't have to be replaced anytime soon. Just because the blender is on the thrifty side doesn't mean you have to skimp on quality, so if you're willing to catch your next favorite
kitchen gadget, check out this list of some of the best cheap blenders Amazon has to offer - and they're all under $100. 1. Best Blender for MoneyOster Blender Pro 1200AmazonEarning consistently high ratings, Oster Pro 1200 packs 1200 W for effective mixing and features dual-direction blades (top
blades rotate in one direction while the lower blades rotate in the other) that allow faster and more efficient results. The blender has six speed settings, including three that are programmed for smoothies, milkshakes, and chopping food, as well as a pulse button. A 24-ounce, dishwasher safe mixing jar is
made from borosilicate glass for durability and heat resistance. It's a versatile universal buy, and with the highest power on the list, you shouldn't replace it anytime soon. Glowing review: I have 2 favorite products purchased by Amazon this year. This product is one of them, it's amazing. By far the best
blender I've ever owned. It crushes ice for my mash and it has a pulse button when I want to shred the products rather than mash them. The best budget BlenderHamilton Beach Power BlenderAmazonFor is about half the price above the option, you can get this (also highly rated) cheap Hamilton Beach
blender. It tops at 700 w, so it's not as powerful and you may need to need replace it earlier than the top choice. However, it has an impressive 12 pre-installed modes, including dicing, grill, ice crushing, mash, and (my favorite) salsa. There's also a pulse button, but - downside - there's no customizable
speed settings, which gives you a little less control over the final results. A large glass jar with 48 ounces is safe for easy cleaning. Glowing review: Works like a charm! Have had this machine for a year and it still works great. It's not the most powerful blender out there, but especially the price point works
great and gets the job done. 3. Best blender for SmoothiesNutriBullet Nutritional ExtractorAmazonIf blender for smoothies is what you after, NutriBullet will be right in your alley. It makes away with multiple settings, in favor of the easy one touch work. And while this limits the versatility of the blender, it
makes pumping the morning smoothie, which is much lighter. It has a 600-watt engine and a 24-ounce mixing jar that doubles as an on-the-go cup and it comes with a lid. The cup top rack dishwasher is safe, as are some other removable parts. Glowing review: This is a great little blender for smoothies
or other personal mixed drinks. We use our daily. Other versions have additional containers and accessories, which, in my opinion, are not worth the extra cost. Very recommended. 4. The best portable personal BlenderPopBabies Portable BlenderAmazonWith is a USB powered portable blender, you
can make cocktails no matter where you are. It features 175 W power - enough for a small mixing but not enough to mix the standard size of ice cubes - and comes with a 14-ounce mixing cup that doubles as an on-the-go bottle. The dishwasher-safe blender comes with a funnel to add ingredients, as well
as an ice tray that makes cubes that are small enough for a blender to handle. Of course, the trade-off for portability is versatility, so this option only works on one simple setup. Glowing review: I love this portable blender! I work at a fast pace medical office and so I use this for my shakes in the morning at
my desk and afternoon for lunch. Easy to clean I only charge it once every 4 or 5 days . 5. The best option for a large-capacity under $100 Ninja Professional 72-Ounce BlenderAmazonOffering 1000 W power and a generous 72-ounce jar, this ninja blender is perfect for culinary creations or batches of
cocktails and smoothies for your entire team. And since reviewers report that they are happy with its ability to crush ice, this is a great option if you want to mix daiquiri or frozen margaritas. While there are no programmed settings, Ninja offers Speed and pulse function to control (although you may have to
practice a bit until you find the right speed for each mixing task). The mixture of the jar is made with a strong, durable, Plastic. Glowing review: I've had my ninja for almost four years and it's still going to be strong. My average use is about 3 times a week. It still combines great, I've never had a plastic
break, I've never been cut on a blade. Deal with this with caution and you will definitely get your money's worth out of these investments. 6. Multifunctional Dive BlenderKOIOS Multifunctional Dive BlenderAmazonAnd is now something completely different: a immersive blender that lets you mix directly into
a bowl or pot, so you don't have to transfer the ingredients when making soups, sauces, pesto, and more. For ultimate convenience, this model comes with whisk attachments, a helicopter attachment, and a mixing glass, so you can use it to make smoothies, aerate eggs, cut meat or nuts, whip up
marinades and sauces, or even make baby food. It boasts an 800-watt engine and 12 mixing speeds but no pre-installed modes. The bell-shaped blade keeps the spray to a minimum, and the attachment and 20-ounce plastic glass are all dishwasher-safe. Glowing review: I like the fact that it comes with a
food processor. There are times when my blender is just too much when you want to chop food, and the processor will be great for that. It will be good to assist in wholesome soups too. For seriously smooth and creamy sauces or smoothies, you need the right device. The best high-speed blender has a
powerful engine with at least 1000 W to handle hard ingredients and has variable speed settings for smoother, faster results. Keep in mind that this is its own premium kitchen appliance category and, as such, these blenders are usually priced higher than others. Power and SpeedA blender power is a
good indicator of its ability to mix at high speeds; Look for an engine with a capacity of 1000 to 1500 watts. A powerful engine can handle mixing coarse smoothies ingredients like seeds or nuts, or even homemade nut butter and flour. But watts don't have to be the only deciding factor - other design
features, such as speed settings and presets, can help you decide which choice is right for you. Blenders usually have up to 10 speed settings, although the more settings you get, the higher the price you are likely to pay for these amenities. Pre-installed smoothie buttons can be handy for everyday
mixing, and the pulse button is especially useful for making something like salsa or crushed ice. For more features, beyond power and customization, think about some bonus features. The fake, otherwise known as the piston tool, is particularly useful for taking dips and allows you to scrape off the sides
non-stop car. Bells and whistles on high-speed blenders can include LCD displays, which are especially comfortable with a countdown timer, or self-cleaning blades for easy cleaning. And remember, when shopping to keep an eye on the capacity -- these choices range from blenders in a blender than can
handle up to 70 ounces. With all this in mind, below are three of the best high-speed blenders on Amazon. Each of them is seriously powerful and several of them have even accumulated thousands of reviews. 1. Overall Best High Speed Blender Vitamix 5200 Blender Professional GradeAmazonCapacity:
64 Ouncespeed Settings: 10Supy Best High Speed Blender comes from a brand you probably heard while buying blenders: Vitamix. This commercial selection has a capacity of 1380 W and 10 speed settings, and it is highly rated with over 2000 reviews. Its aircraft-class stainless steel blades can
withstand high temperatures and spray even tiny ingredients, and this device reaches a speed that is fast enough to turn cold ingredients into hot soup in six minutes thanks to the heat of friction. This blender comes with a fake, pulse button and a large 64-ounce container. Smoothie lovers will appreciate
the easy process of self-cleaning, which entails mixing warm water and drops of dish soap at the highest speed for 60 seconds. (The container should not be placed in the dishwasher). Its size and shape is ideal for medium and large batches, and it has been designed with radial fan cooling and thermal
protection systems that keep the appliance from overheating - so mix away. Useful review: This machine is life-changing. He paid for himself a couple of times with all the money, which saves me from eating outside the house. I can do almost anything with this thing and it's always healthy and easy to
use. I almost never throw away fruits or vegetables, and my health improved from all the green smoothies I've been making. I used to burn blenders while making my cocktails, but this one has a seven-year warranty and an automatic switch that makes it impossible for me to destroy. It's a great buy! 2.
Runner-up: Slightly less high-speed Blender for half PriceBreville Fresh and Furious BlenderAmazonCapacity: 50 Ouncespeed Settings: 5Another high-speed blender consider this Breville pick that features like a powerful blender and food processor in one. The 1100-watt engine has five settings with
useful markings for mixing, grinding, mixing, mashing or liquefaction. The LCD display of the blender shows speed settings, timer and congestion protection when needed. Pre-installed smoothie buttons, green smoothies with more fibrous ingredients, and pulse/crushing ice-friendly programs. The ring pull
on the lid of the blender supports the tight seal and also makes it easy to remove. The blender comes with a dishwasher safe 50-ounce container, and the blender has an automatic clean button, though not to interfere. Useful review: ... Every other lower priced blender I've tried: KitchenAid, ninja, and a
few others, and all of them fell short. Hard to clean, left pieces in mashed, picked up Time to prepare ingredients, lack power or poor design. That was the only answer I found without spending at least $400. 3. Most Versatile: Affordable Countertop Blender - Disposable Blender at OneNinja Professional
Countertop BlenderAmazonCapacity: 72 OuncesSpeed Settings: 4This large high-speed blender doubles as a high-quality disposable feed blender, thanks to both a 72-ounce jug and two 16-ounce cups with to-go caps. This Ninja blender is a bit of a cult favorite with a rating of 4.6 and over 8000 reviews.
With 1100 W and three speeds, you can use different dishwashers of this blender safe containers for large batches or one cocktail. The button-to-touch buttons include a pulse and settings with a single serve; This blender does not come with a fake. Reviewers noted that they love container size options -
both very large and personal - but they made the comment of this blender louder than some others. Useful review: We replaced the expensive blender ($400) that died after 5 or 6 years (the old blender died with a metal shot flying out of the world) with this blender. We researched a much more expensive
one and then decided to try this one verse buying another $400 or $500 blender. It's very powerful and straight forward to use. It's powerful and easy to clean too. We love the cups that come with it for a quick personal smoothie! The design for pouring is very good too! We had no problem chopping ice,
ice cream, sorbet, yogurt and fruit, we are really glad we bought this blender as it does everything we need - cocktails, cocktails, deserts, puddings and energy drinks!
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